This article aims to present the main aspects of the New Museology theory and discuss the possibilities of its adaptation in Lithuanian museum practice. To date, the New Museology theory, which was formed in the 1980's and places the emphasis on the contextual presentation of artworks and the social role museums play in public cultural life, is not widely used in Lithuanian museum practice and a comprehensive survey of art museum permanent collection displays has not been carried out in regards to this particular framework. The first part of this article presents the New Museology theory and its historiography, including main authors, who have contributed to the formation and development of the 'new' theory. The second part presents an overview of different methods of display, including aesthetic, contextual/educational and white cube models. The third part shows how a recent establishment of the National Gallery of Art (NGA) in Lithuania completely ignored the New Museology theory and was based on the modernist view of art history, made popular in the Soviet period. Thus, it comes as no surprise, that the permanent collection display at the NGA has received a lot of criticism from various cultural and art historians and other academics. It is expected that the presentation of the main aspects of the New Museology theory and an assessment of a permanent collection display at the National Gallery of Art will help inform Lithuanian museum practice and form a basis for further studies in Lithuanian museological research. The New Museology theory established a new way of thinking about the role of museum in society as well as its function and purpose. The turning point was Neringa STOŠKUTĖ Ph.D. candidate at the Faculty of Arts, Vytautas Magnus University, Kaunas, Lithuania Vytauto Didžiojo universiteto Menų fakulteto doktorantė, Kaunas, Lietuva Address / Adresas: Muitinės g.
Museology, or museum studies, is a relatively new discipline, where practice and theory go hand in hand. Although museums have existed as long as the first civilizations 1 , the study of museums was only formed in the first half of the 20 th century. For a long time, museums were not a subject of academic research, to be studied in depth, consistent and systematic manner. The field of research in museology is both extensive and includes many different aspects of museum work. Perhaps due to such a wide spectrum, museology as a field of academic study only formed in the first half of the 20 th century, and in Lithuania, museology as an academic subject was accepted only in the 1930's 2 . As a result, there exists a large gap in the documentation of museum theory and practice. In the West, this issue is being addressed by numerous museologists, sociologists, anthropologists, philosophers and historians. In Lithuania, museology -as a subject of academic study is, in essence, a neglected field of study that is only occasionally supplemented by observations and discussions from various historians, cultural theoreticians or art critics. Moreover, the ideas of the New Museology theory are not yet fully examined on either theoretical or practical level.
In the 1980's, with the rise of interdisciplinary studies in humanities and social sciences, the foundations of the New Museology theory were simultaneously formed in different parts of Europe -France, Germany and Great Britain -although each school of thought was independent of each other. According to the museologist Peter van Mensch, "in 1980 the term 'muséologie nouvelle' was introduced in The aim of the New Museology theory is not to emphasize the functions of museums, including collecting and displaying, but rather their purpose.
As noted by P. Vergo "what is wrong with the 'old' museology is that it is too much about museum methods, and too little about the purposes of museums". 12 What the art historian is emphasising is the shift in focus from the internal workings of a museum to a more open debate on its role in society and a more holistic approach to its purpose. He goes on to say, that a key aspect of the New Museology" is not to renew the museum institute, it rather advocates a completely new perspective to community development by putting the people in the centre of consideration. " 13 In light of this, it could be said that a certain shift occurs, moving away from the aspects of collecting, keeping and displaying into a more philosophical focus on the purpose of museum, examining the relationship between the public and the institution. The New Museology academics "focused on the expression of power relations in museums and how the museum neutralises social as well as historical contexts, in which it actually participates. " 14 Thus, in the New Museology theory it has become important to maintain a critical outlook on the museum work in relation to its social, cultural and political display of history.
As mentioned above, in Lithuania, the New Museology theory, same as the study of museums, is a neglected field of study. Rather than being consistently and systematically developed and analysed by the Lithuanian academics it is simply adapted or commented on in their texts, mainly those written by cultural historians and art critics. Recently, research has been carried out in museum history by Nastazija Keršytė 15 and various studies have been conducted in the context of the Lithuanian art history by Skaidra Trilupaitytė 16 , Linara Dovydaitytė 17 , Kęstutis Šapoka 18 , Odeta Žukauskienė 19 and Giedrė Jankevičiūtė 20 . However, these academics do not directly deal with the issues in museology theory, but rather comment on it in the historical and arthistorical context. Museum historian N. Keršytė has noted that in Lithuanian studies a museum has become an object of academic study in fields other than museology, ie. history, sociology, anthropology, art history, etc. According to N. Keršytė, the impression is that "museological studies in Lithuania are attributed to the fields of history and culture studies. " 21 The contribution of art studies with a specific focus on museology is certainly insufficient, although extremely necessary and relevant.
COLLECTIONS AND METHODS OF DISPLAY
One of the key aspects of the New Museology theory is the assessment of the purpose of the presentation of artworks through institutionalised collections.
There are three major issues to note here: collecting policies, sacralisation of art and modernist approach to display. Firstly, the majority of museums have The methods of display of permanent collections are a major question facing contemporary museums today. It is an issue of communication and a certain narrative museum aims to present. In museological terms, there are two methods of display -aesthetic and contextual 26 , which can also be referred to as educational 27 . Aesthetic method of display is when an "object itself -usually, though not always, a work of painting, sculpture or graphic art -is of paramount importance. " 28 Often art museums adapt the aesthetic method of display, where descriptions, informative texts or other interpretative materials are renounced in light of the artworks' aesthetic qualities. The other, contextual, method of display when artworks' "presence within the exhibition is justified by its importance as a token of a particular age, a particular culture, a particular political or social system". 29 Often contextual display is fol- 
transcendent qualities are primary" 30 , in which case the museum supports the idea of art sacralisation.
However, curators should be aware of the faults in both methods of display. For example, the contextual method of display, as George Brown Goode notes can become "a collection of instructive labels, each illustrated by a well-chosen specimen. " 31 On the other hand, aesthetic method -where works of art are usually displayed without any informative texts -"takes no account of the fact that such works are, for most visitors, remarkable taciturn objects" 32 , and visitors have to have prior knowledge in order to understand the meaning of these works. This opinion is also supported by the cultural sociologist Živilė Gaižutytė-Filipavičienė, who has argued that "research has denied the myth that objects "speak for themselves". The value and meaning of artwork depends on the visitor's knowledge and context. " 33 Thus it is important to find a balance between the museum narrative and the display. 
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permanent collection display] is clearly based on modernist, or more precisely -socialist modernist canon" 48 , formed and widely used in museum displays during the Soviet period. The art critic not only points to a traditional linear display of art history, but also emphasises an out-dated narrative in which it is presented. In addition, other experts have argued that this is a much wider issue. According With regards to arguments about the lack of historical and cultural context, the Soviet concept of art history and the main vision of permanent collection display at the NGD, it is also worth noting, that a museum's collection is never static and is in a constant state of flux. According to G. Jankevičiūtė, a collection "can insert itself (or be inserted) into different contexts -from regional to global" 57 . The Museology theory -more emphasis on contextualised displays and the rejection of hierarchy of genres and Soviet modernism-based display method, which gives hope that in the future the New Museology methods will not only be applied in theory, but perhaps will begin to appear in contemporary art museum practice.
